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LCHAMB’S STATE OF MIND Q1 2022

Life in Exile Part II: Quarantine and Isolation

Dear Friends,

The coyote stalks its prey down into the red canyon, the
lengthening afternoon shadows made by the cacti and the desert
shrubs moving across its back like stripes.

Down a long slope some yards below a small bird pecks along the
dirt, flecks of sand flying up with each impact, searching for
bugs or seeds. The long tail feathers serve as a counterweight
to each bob of its head, and the bird looks like a small
mechanical toy, as the tail goes up the head comes down, as the
tail goes down the head comes up, like a lever being pushed and
pulled. With each peck the eyes on either side of its head scan
reflexively for predators.

A long invisible grin creeps across the coyote’s face as it
puts paw before paw. Flattening itself, the hairs of its belly
brushing against the ground, the coyote elongates until it
looks like a snake winding down along the canyon path. Instinct
has put the sun to its back, and the wind to its front, to hide
itself from the bird’s senses.

Just then the bird startles, its head jerks upward, and the
coyote freezes. For a long moment everything stops and
everything is silent, the bird a still life painted onto the
space between the ochre earth and the purple skyline of distant
foothills. The coyote dissolves into the hard shadows cast by
the sun. The bird resumes its pecking.

For a while nothing happens. Then the edge of the nearest
shadow begins to stretch and take form, and the coyote emerges
in one long slow-moving streak, flattened, legs tucked under
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its body, haunches cocked back like a gun, a coil of potential
energy, and then something snaps and it springs forward.

A kick of dust. A sudden jerk of the bird’s head. A scramble
for footing. The bird’s explosive movement surprises the coyote
who hesitates briefly as the bird changes direction by a degree
and darts off down the steepening path. The bird zigs, the
coyote zags, and the chase is on, down the canyon.

The coyote at first looks to have the advantage, its long
strides close the distance frame by frame, like a Muybridge,
until the distance is shorter than a snout’s length, long
canines pulled back in anticipation, but the bird’s tiny legs
pick up until they move so fast they become a blur, and the
bird begins to pull away.

As the pair comes over the edge of the slope we see that the
coyote’s predator instinct has served it well, for only a few
yards away the land suddenly falls off and down a steep ravine,
and to the other side stands the sheer face of the red canyon,
and the flightless bird is trapped.

Nowhere to go, the bird stops at the edge. The coyote is three
bounds away, two, one. At the last moment the bird steps
artfully to one side with an almost arrogant nonchalance, and
the coyote overshoots its target. In its excitement, the coyote
is still chasing the bird in its mind when it leaps off the
edge of the cliff.

Then something miraculous happens, for when the first paw
touches what should be thin air it finds resistance instead,
and the next paw the same, until the coyote is running across
the sky. And we see the coyote like Peter walking on the
surface of the water out to greet his Lord, and we even begin
to believe that he could make it all the way to the other side,
but then, like Peter, he pauses long enough to look down and we
see his faith waiver, and his footing loses its certainty, and
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he remembers he is mortal and bound by the rules of the earth,
and then his faith leaves him completely and he falls into the
abyss.

Elektra (6) throws her head back and laughs wildly at the sight
of the coyote falling to its death. We are bundled up on the
couch watching old episodes of Looney Tunes and I can only sit
there with an uncertain smile on my face as she screeches with
delight again and again, while the coyote, trapped in eternal
struggle against the roadrunner, dies over and over.

On December 16, 2021, I finally tested positive for the novel
coronavirus, having experienced mild symptoms a few days
earlier. The news came as a relief after almost two years of
hiding indoors, avoiding travel, wearing masks in public
places, and singing the ABCs while washing our hands, all this
despite a looming inevitability. The current Centers for
Disease Control recommendations meant I would quarantine with
my family through Christmas Day. Our plans to travel to
California to see extended family for the holidays were
canceled.

All household rules about limiting screen time have been
discarded; we sit on the couch for hours and hours and watch TV
together. Weary of the slick, merchandise-driven 3D animation
popular today, I take this forced quarantine as an opportunity
to find shows we might all enjoy, and this takes us on a
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journey through the cartoons of my childhood, many of which I
realize as I watch them for the first time in decades are the
cartoons of my parent’s childhood.

After the roadrunner disappears over the desert horizon for the
final time, we watch an early Tom & Jerry  short called Mouse
Trouble (1944). Tom, enraged by Jerry’s antics, chases him back
to his mouse hole carrying a double-barreled shotgun, and jams
it violently inside the entrance. However, he sticks the gun in
too far, and unbeknownst to him the barrel of the gun bends
back around in an impossible way and comes out through the wall
above, pointed right back at Tom’s head. Tom, so focused on
revenge, does not notice. Muzzle inches away from his head, he
pulls the trigger. The shot explodes and our view fills with
smoke. When it clears, we see that all the hair and skin on the
top of his scalp is gone, revealing blanched bone. Elektra
throws her head back and cackles with delight. I grow more and
more disturbed.

In my memories, these cartoons were slapstick humor, a bit of
silly fun, but watching them decades later I am shocked by
their violence. Animals are crushed, stabbed, bludgeoned,
bloodied, electrocuted, scalped, scalded with steam, boiled in
water, defenestrated, sliced into pieces, decapitated,
skewered, skinned alive, sawn in two. Shot with pistols,
rifles, cannon fire. Pierced by arrows. Torn apart by shrapnel.
Anvils, steel balls, bricks, bags of rocks and other heavy
objects are tied around ankles and thrown into rivers, lakes,
and swimming pools. Victims are drowned. Fingers are crushed by
piano lids, skulls smashed with mallets, skin lacerated with
broken bottles, limbs set on fire. The punishments administered
outnumber in both scale and creativity Dante’s nine circles of
Hell.

1
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One of the curiosities of Inferno — arguably the most famous
depiction of Hell after the Bible itself — is that, despite
being so foundational to many parts of Western literature,
Dante’s Hell is an unfamiliar place, and his descriptions run
contrary to almost every other vision of Hell in popular
culture.
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For example, at the center of Hell, where you might expect to
find a lake of fire, rivers of molten lava, and dancing flames,
Dante instead imagines a great lake of ice, where the worst
sinners are frozen inside “like straws dropped into a glass”.

The scene is set this way: when the two travelers, Dante and
his guide, the ghost of Virgil, reach the edge of the innermost
circle of Hell, Virgil, steadfast in his temperament and
resolve until this moment, trembles, and lifting his arm points
into the distance to a disturbance in the heavy fog that rises
up off the icy lake.

Dante squints as one does when trying to see as far into the
horizon as possible. At first only visible as the movement of
the wind throwing swirling eddies into the fog, Dante imagines
he sees a far-off windmill turning slowly, too large even at
this distance, and with dawning horror, Dante the poet is for
the first time since entering Hell left without words. “Ask it
not, Reader,” he writes. “For I write it not. Because all
language would be insufficient” (he proceeds to write about it
extensively).

The windmill is actually Satan, trapped in ice up to his waist
at the very center of the frozen lake, and beating around him
are his great bat-like wings, each larger than the sail of an
ocean-crossing galleon, and as they beat the air, the mist from
the surface of the lake swirls around him.

As they approach closer, and see Satan for what he is, we
witness another departure from canon, for Dante’s Satan is not
a clever trickster, or the most beautiful and charismatic of
the angels, or even a sinister devil, but a pitiful beast
stripped of language and reason, gnawing mindlessly on the
worst sinners in history, whom he holds in his three mouths, as
tears mixed with blood and pus endlessly flow down his cheeks,
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like the tributaries of the Styx. As Dante and Virgil walk past
him and through the exit to Hell, he does not even notice their
presence.

Compare this depiction to Milton’s Satan from Paradise Lost.
Lucifer, the Archangel, was the most beautiful and intelligent
of God’s creations, before turning against his creator and
leading one-third of the angels in open rebellion. After losing
the great angelic civil war and being cast out of Heaven, into
the fiery pit God opens to receive them, the fallen angels
writhe like injured beasts until Satan rallies them and forms a
great counsel. The angels — now daemons — bicker back and forth
until Satan speaks, and unlike the Satan in Inferno, he has
lost none of his eloquence:

And what I should be, all but less than He
Whom thunder hath made greater? Here at least
We shall be free; the Almighty hath not built
Here for his envy, will not drive us hence:
Here we may reign secure; and, in my choice,
To reign is worth ambition, though in Hell:
Better to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven.

We have been imprisoned here against our will, but what if we
choose this fate instead? For if we choose our fate, Satan
argues, even though it may be fate, we are free. The choices we
have are always inside of us — we may not be able to control
our physical imprisonment, but we can always control our own
will.

In my small Brooklyn apartment I sit on the floor of the
bathroom with the door locked and the extractor fan on “high”
to try to find a few moments of quiet solitude. I’m not sure I
agree with Satan.
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When I finally left our apartment for the first time in 10
days, to pick up some supplies at the pharmacy two blocks away,
I floated down the street like an anxious ghost. Everything was
too vivid, the colors too bright, the light glaring, and yet
nothing was well-defined, nothing clear, shapes did not hold
their edges and I struggled to delineate one object from the
next. I felt light-headed as I looked around, trying to find
some familiar sight to remind myself where I was. At the
intersection I held my breath as I crossed the street, and I
was unable to distinguish the grey cars from the grey road,
unable to discern the parked cars from the moving, the world a
series of frozen film stills, moving too slowly, like a
projector gradually slowed down, until the artifice of motion
becomes clear. No object ever moves, we never move, everything
is static but time, as the frames fall from one to the next,
and the stop lights are the same, they never move or change,
only our eyelids blink to separate the visible world with
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frames of darkness, and between one moment the light is green
and then darkness, and then the light is red and everything
stops and moves, stops and moves, and I’m finally at the other
side of the street corner and I exhale and the projector starts
to spin again.

Down the street a few yards away I saw a man walking toward me
and I froze when I looked at his face. Or rather, his lack of a
face, for instead of eyes and a nose and mouth, his face was
blurred out, like a video tape of a man in witness protection,
whose features are obscured to protect his identity. My eyes
haven’t adjusted to the brightness yet, I thought, everything
is blurry. But as he approached I saw the rest of him, his
hair, his shirt, his limbs, everything was clear except for his
face, which remained a pink smudge with no features. And in
that moment, after the initial shock, I accepted that this was
possible, that a man should be able to walk around with just
his face blurred out, and this was a new reality, a new world I
had emerged into after a long hibernation, and I accepted it
totally. And if I refused to accept this, what would it say
about me, to deny something right in front of me, that was so
obviously true?

When we were almost shoulder-to-shoulder as we passed each
other, I looked up and saw that he was wearing glasses and that
only the lenses were fogged up, a side effect of wearing a face
mask and glasses at the same time, and not being able to see
his eyes, my brain blurred out the rest of his face as well.

As the adrenaline of the initial shock wore off, I became more
and more uneasy as I continued my walk to the pharmacy, even
though the explanation for what I saw was completely rational.
And at the entrance to the store, I paused as the automatic
doors parted to allow me to pass, I had never appreciated how
wondrous this was before, the doors saw me and recognized my
presence, they somehow knew that I was and responded to my
existence, more so than most of the people around me who walked
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past without even a glance, and the doors even had some idea of
my purpose, they knew I wanted to pass from the outside to the
inside of the store.

And as I stepped across the grooved threshold that guided the
automatic doors as they opened I had something like a religious
experience, I was light-headed and buzzing, and I thought about
the stone gates and sacred ropes and lines of sand and other
demarcators used by humans for thousands of years to signify
the entrance to shrines and other sacred places around the
world.

Inside the store I felt detached as I looked at the objects
around me, as I levitated through the aisles, and I saw the
other people around me but I couldn’t see them as people, they
were only objects as well, and I had a heightened sense of the
objectivity of everything, light was radiation bouncing off
surfaces, and what light my eye caught was translated into
shapes and colors by my brain, which then applied labels to the
objects I had learned a long time ago: door, box, man, woman,
child. And when I touched an object, the box of tissue for
example that I came to purchase, I didn’t feel it but instead
was aware of the process of feeling it, the pressure against my
skin, the exchange of electrical energy into my finger tips
sending signals across my nerves up my arm and to my brain, all
slowed down a thousand times a thousand, and my brain
understanding this was a box of tissue and not, for example, a
table or a chair, all because of the catalogue of ideas my
brain cross-referenced a thousand times a second. And when I
had confirmed that this object was the box of tissues I came
for, I put it into my bag and could move on to the next task,
to acquire the next object.

When I returned home I threw my shopping bag to the floor and
fell onto the couch, I lacked the energy to stay standing, a
result of my recovery or weeks of inertia or something else I
didn’t know. Looney Tunes was still playing on the TV. Endless
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scenes of violence, death and rebirth, death and rebirth. I
couldn’t watch, only lay on my back and stare up at the bright,
flickering colors reflecting off the white ceiling.

A sombre Christmas Day came and went, the second in a row alone
in our apartment away from family. We opened presents under the
watchful eye of a webcam. You can guess how satisfying this was
for all involved. A few days later our quarantine ended, but
with travel plans already canceled and nowhere to go we
continued to stay at home. I was technically still on vacation,
and with this free time I began to tidy up the house and
returned to the chores of everyday life.

I was cooking dinner and needed some herbs from the small
garden in our backyard. Everything had died over the winter
except for the hardy rosemary bush, which was perfect; I was
making an end-of-winter stew full of potatoes, onions, turnips
and other pantry staples. At the threshold to the backdoor an
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impulse suddenly overcame me, and forgoing my coat I kicked off
my house slippers and walked barefoot into the twilight, it was
20 degrees (-7 C) outside and the air stung my skin, and I
walked down into the garden in our backyard, and under the
thick carpet of leaves I felt the frozen dirt crack under my
foot with each step, and after I cut off the three branches of
rosemary I came for with my pocket knife I stopped to look
around, from our Brooklyn backyard at the end of a long row of
townhouses you can see dozens of balconies, but no one was
outside, I was alone in the world, a slight flurry of snow had
begun to fall, and I smiled and I realized I had not been so
happy for a very long time, longer than I could remember, my
bare feet in the frozen dirt, a grey lifeless sky, the absolute
silence of winter, the cold bracing me, I smiled and couldn’t
stop. What a strange world we live in, I thought, that I can
stand here without fear, and be happy. This weather was
dangerous; it could kill a man if he slept outside, and even as
I stared down at my bare toes I remembered reading that in
below freezing temperatures I could lose them to frostbite in
as little as half an hour.

Earlier that day I had gone through my bookshelves to prune and
cultivate my book collection, something I do every few years. I
keep the books that have had a lasting impression on my life,
or I feel will be useful to keep for reference (you may have
already guessed that one of these books is Dante’s Inferno) and
then I take the rest to the used bookshop to trade in for store
credit, which I use to purchase more books, and the cycle
continues this way.

A more recent addition to my collection is A House for Mr.
Biswas by V.S. Naipaul. Set in colonial Trinidad, Mr. Biswas is
an unlucky soul, nearly killing his mother and inadvertently
killing his father as a child, and this luck follows him for
the rest of his life. He fails at every entrepreneurial
endeavor, at every relationship, has no friends, his family
(save for one uncle) strongly dislikes him, and when he is
against odds able to marry into a prominent local family, the
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shame of living on their compound and relying on them for
support nearly destroys him. And through it all Mr. Biswas has
only one dream, only one desire: to own some land of his own,
to own a house.

The fun of the book, which is filled with dark humor, is that
although Mr. Biswas is set up to be a sympathetic character
it’s difficult to feel sorry for him because he turns out to be
a real bastard. Petty, jealous, gullible, dishonest: he
continuously sabotages himself and his chances for happiness
while making everyone around him miserable. In the end he
finally gets his house by taking out a mortgage he cannot
possibly repay. He is swindled by the builder and the house is
full of defects and poor design: there is no internal staircase
to the second floor, the windows don’t close, the doors won’t
open, and the hot afternoon sun makes all rooms but the kitchen
and upstairs bathroom, which is perennially damp, unlivable.

Mr. Biswas is forty-two when he acquires his house. And, as we
learn on the first page of the book, he will die at forty-six.
As I sort my books into stacks, to keep and to give away, I
pick up Mr. Biswas and flip to the epilogue, almost to the very
last page, and reread this passage:

Living had always been a preparation, a waiting. And so the
years had passed; and now there was nothing to wait for.

Without something to look forward to, without a goal to work
toward, Mr. Biswas’s health begins to fail him. He takes a
leave of absence from work and is fired when he is unable to
return. He becomes trapped inside his house and his
deterioration accelerates. He has no community, no friends, his
children grow up and leave home; they stop visiting him and
ignore his letters. What changed wasn’t the house, what changed
was nothing more than a shift of perspective inside his head.
From future tense, to present, to past. As Milton’s Satan said,
the mind can make a Heaven of Hell, or a Hell of Heaven.
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I think about all this as I stare down at my frozen toes and
smile, happier than I’ve been in a long while. After this
period of quarantine and isolation, this unnatural abeyance,
ten days or two years, I feel a need to stop living in
preparation, in waiting. The mental muscles required for action
atrophy, and a life spent this way will cause us to wither from
the inside out. Time to take a step, in any direction, even if
this feels like stepping off a cliff and onto the air.

Luke Chamberlin
Brooklyn, NY
23 February 2022

1. Before you send letters I am aware Tom & Jerry is not technically
a Looney Tune


